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FOREWCIRD

Every branch of knowledge has a central concept that expresses
the fundamental feature or function of the sector of reality it in-
vestigates and deals with. The pivotaÌ category of politicaÌ science

is the state.
The political thought of the various social classes and groupings

throughout civilization is above all character2ed by their attitude
toward the state and their definition of its essential nature. Thus
the ancient Greek aristocrat A¡istotle conceived of the state-or,
more precisely, the city-state of his time-as "an association for
the good life," based on the family and village; excluded from the
rights and benefits of citizenship, however, were laborers and arti-
sans, women, foreigners, and slaves.

The bourgeois philosopher Hegei, like his idealist precursor Plato,
asserted that the nation-state was a product of the Objective Mind,
o-est governed by a constitutional monarchy.

Middleclass liberaìs nowadays-and the reformist socialists and
Stalinists who trail in their wake and mimic their ideas-believe
in the existence of a state that stands as an impartial arbiter above
the selfish contention of classes and deals justly with the respective
claims of diverse "interest groups." This exalted notion of a class-
less state presiding over a pure democracy based on the consent of
the people, rather than engaged in the defense of the property rights
of the ruling class, is the core of bourgeois-democratic ideology.

Historical materiaìism takes a more realistic view of the natu¡e
of the state. The state is ihe product of irreconcilable cÌass conflict
within the social structure, which it seeks to regulate on behalf of
the ruling class. Every state is the organ of a given system of
production based upon a predominant form of property owner-
ship, which invests that state with a specifìc class bias and content.

Every state is the organized political expression, the instrument,
of the decisive class in the economy.

Ttre principal factor in determining the character of the state is

not its prevailing form of rule, which can vary greatìy from time
to time, but the type of propert¡r and productive relations that its
institutions and prime beneficiaries protect and promote.

In antiquity, monarchical, t¡zrannical, oligarchical, and demo-
cratic forms of the state rose upon the slave mode of production.
The medieval feudal state in Western Europe passed through
imperial-monarchical, clerical, absolute monarchical, plutocratic,
and republican regimes.
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In the course of its evolution, bourgeois societ¡2, rooted in the :fA

capitalist ownership of the means of production, has been headed .
and governed by various kinds of monarchical sovereignties (from $: -
the absolute to the constitutional), republican and parliamentary '!â

regimes, and military apd fascist dictatorships. f¿

The twelve workers' states in the postcapitalist societies, which Í, 
"

have arisen from the socialist revolutions in the half.century since ',í;

the founding of the Soviet republic, have already exhibited two ] :
polar tSpes' of rule. One is more or less democratic in character, t
ex¡rressing the powpr, and guarding the welfare, of the workers lf, 

^and peasants. ,The other is despotic and bonapartist, bent on de i
fending the privileged positions of a commanding caste of bu- ;
reaucrats whp have succeeded in usurping the decision-making ll
powers from the masses. l;

At the dawn of the bourgeois era, long before lV[arx, _Engels, Í
and Lenin, that astute political scientist l\4achiavelli had oçounded 1

the view that the state was the supreme, organized, and legitimate" i¡

expression of force. "Machiavelli's theory," wrote the German :l
historian Meineke, "was a sword which was plunged into the I,

flank of the body politic of western humanit¡r, causing it to shriek I
and rear up.t' t

Similarly, the teaching of the Marxists, elaborated by Lenin _j
and the Bolsheviks, that the state was based upon the principle !
of force, has caused the whole of bourgeois societ5z,,to shriek and t
rear up" at its alleged cynicism and inhumanit¡r. However, it would i
seem that the colossal arsenals used in two world wars and the Ipreparations for a third, the destructiveness of the U. S. military i -
machine in Vietram, as well as the barbarous reprisaìs taken by I
the bourgeois classes-from the Germany of 1933 to the Indonesia |t,

of 1965-against their own citizens, should have amplyvalidated 2
that proposition by now. Ii

Marxism added a deeper dimension to Machiavelli's observation "l

by exposing and explaining the organic bond between the existence 
'1.

and exercise of state force and the proper$r system that constituted Ig

the fabric of the socioeconomic structure. The coercion exercised 'tf

by the state was the ultimate resort for maintaining the material 1A

interests of the strongest section of the o<ploiters. lt
It should not take much perspicacity to see that the industrialists T

and bankers, who own and operate most of the resources of the ui;

United States and control the major potitical parties, likewise direct í
the employment of the military machine and other repressive agen- ï
cies of the federal governmenl The use of police, state guards, and f
federal troops to put down the ghetto uprisings testifi.es to the I

þ

â

w

v
h
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openly repressive function of the capitalist state apparatus. Yet
liberal Americans find it difflcult to generalize from these quite
flagrant facts and thus to accept the sociological definition of state
power offered by Marxism.

They are blinded or baffled by three misconceptions: (1) that
there are no clearly defìned class formations in American society;
(2) that there are no serious or irreconcilable conflicts between
classes; and (3) that the government is not "the executive com-
mittee" administering the general affairs and furthering the aims
of the capitalist exploiters, but that it is-or can be made into-
the supreme agency for taking care of the welfare of the whole
people, rather than serving the interests of the minority rich.

T?re analysis of the evolution and essence of state power given
by Ernest Mandel in these pages should do much to dispose of
such false views. He is editor-in-chief of the Belgian weekly La
Gauche and probably the most influential and authoritative ex-
ponent of the political economy of socialism in the West today.
He has taken the lead in bringing the Marxist teachings in this
fÌeld up to date through his masterful two-volume work entitled
Marxist Economic Theory. This book, now available in English,
has gone through three editions in France since it was first pub-
lished in 1962 and has been translated into many languages, from
German to A¡abic.

Mandel has contributed many articles on a broad range of sub-
jects to periodicals throughout the world and has spoken at lead-
ing universities in the United States and Canada.

On the hundredth anniversary of the publication of Das Kapital,
Mandel's The Formation of the F,conomic Thought of Karl Marx:
184&1863 was brought out by the French publishing house of
Maspero. His volume analyzing the Common Market and the
penetration of American capital into Western Europe, written in
answer to J. J. Servan-Sd¡reiber's The American Challenge, was
recently a best seller in Germany. It will soon be issued in English
translation.

Mandel's pamphlet An Int¡oduction to Marxist Economic Theory
is now in its fourth English printing and is widely used by teachers
and students in courses throughout the country. The present pam-
phlet on the Marxist theory of the state serves as a valuable com-
plement to that popular exposition of the dynamics of the capitalist
system.

October 1, 1969 George Novack
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ORIGIN AND DEYETOPffIENT OF THE STATE

IN THE HISTORY OF SOCIETIES

A.PRIMITIVEsocIETYANDTHEoRIGINSoFTHESTATE

The State did not alwaYs exist'

Certain sociologists ani other representatives of academic political

science are in error when they speak of the State in primitive so-

cieties.WhattheyarereallydoingisidentifyingtheStatewiththe
communit¡z. In so doing, 

-th"y 
strip the State of its special char-

acteristic, ì.e., the exerciõ of certain functions is removed from the

communit¡z as a whole to become the exclusive prerogative of a

tiny fraction of the members of this communit¡r'

In other words, the emergence of the State is a product of the

social division of labor.
So Iong as this social division of labor is only rudimentary' all

membersofthesociet¡linturnexercisepracticaþallitsfunctions.
There is no State. There are no special State functions' 

,

In connection with the Bushmen, Father victor Ellenberger writes

that this tribe knew neither private property nor courts' neither

central authorit¡r nor special bodies of any kind' (La lìn hagique

des Bushmen, pp. lçl\; Paris, Amiot-Dumont' 1953') Another

author writes of this same tribe: "The band' and not the tribe' is

the real political body among the Bushmen' Each band is au-

tonomous, leading its oïn üfe independently of the others' 
- 
Its affai¡s

are as a rule regulated by the skilled hunters and the older' more

experienced men in g"""itl'" (I' Shapera' Ttre Khoisan Peoples

of South Africa, p. 76; London, George Routledge and Sons' Ltd"

1e30. )
The same holds true for the peoples of Egypt and Mesopotamia

in remote antiquit¡r: " The time is no more ripe for the patriarchal

family with paternal authority than it is for a really centralized

political grouping. . . . Active and passive obligations are col-

lective in the regime of the totemic clan' Power and responsibility

in this societ¡r still have an indivisible cha¡ac'ter' We are here in

thepresenceofaco*r.,t"ulandegalitariansociety'withinwhich

participation in the same totem, the very essence of each individual
and the basis for the cohesion of all, places all members of the

clan on an equal footing." (4. Moret and G. D.ty, Des Clans
aux Empires, p. 17; Paris, La Renaissance du Livre, 1923.)

But to the extent that social division of labor develops and so-

ciety is divided into classes, the State appears - and its nature is

defined: The members of the collectivity as a whole are denied the

exercise of a certain number of functions; a small minorif¡r, alone,

takes over the exercise of these functions'

ï

T

Two examples will illustrate this development, which consists in
taking away from a majorþ of the members of the society certain
functions they formerly exercised (collectively in the beginning) in
order to arrogate these functions to a small group of individuals.

First example: Arms
This is an important function. Engels said that the State is, in

the final analysis, no
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render judgments. In primitive Germanic society, the president of
the people's tribunal did not pass judgment: his function consisted
in seeing that certain rules, certain forms, were observed.

The idea that there could be certain men detached from the col-
Iectivity to whom would be reserved the right of dispensing justice'

would seem to citizens of a society based.on the collectivism of the

clan or the tribe just as nonsensical as the reverse appears to most
of our contemporaries.

To sum up: At a certain point in the development of societ¡r, be-

fore it is divided into social classes, certain functions such as the

right to bear arms or to administer justice are exercised col-
lectively-by all adult members of the community. It is only as

this society develops further, to the point where social classes ap-
pear, that these functions are taken away from the collectivity to
be reserved to a minority who exercise these functions in a special
way.

What are the characteristics of this "special way" ?

Let us examine our Western society at the period when the feudal
system begins to be the dominant one.

The independence (not formal, not juridical, but very real and
almost total) of the great feudal estates can be shown by the fact
that the feudal lord, and only he, exercises throughout his domain
all the functions enumerated above, functions that had devolved on
the adult collectivity in primitive societies.

This feudal lord is the absolute master of his realm. He is the
only one who has the right to bear arms at all times; he is the

onty policeman, the only constable; he is the sole judge; he is the

only one who has the right to coin money; he is the sole minister
of finance. He exercises throughout his domain all the classic

functions performed by a State as we know it today.

Later, an evolution will take place. As long as the estate remains
fairly small, its population limited, the "State" functions of the lord
rudimentary and not very complicated, and as long as exercising
these functions takes only a little of the lord's time, he can handle
the situation and exercise all these functions in person.

But when the domain grows and the population increases, the
functions for which the feudal lord is responsible become more and
more complex and more and more detailed and burdensome. It
becomes impossible for one man to exercise all these functions.

What does the feudal lord then do?
He partially delegates his powers to others-but not to free men,

1l

since the latter belong to a social class in opposition to the sei-
gnorial class.

The feudal lord delegates part of his power to people completely
under his control serfs who are part of his domestic staff Their
servile origin is reflected in many present-day titles: "constable"
comes from comes stabuli, head serf of the stables; "minister" is
the serf ministrable, i.e., the serf assigned by the lord to minister

; to his needs-to act as his attendant, servant, assistanl agen!
etc.; "marshal" is the serf who takes care of the carriages, the
horses, etc. (from marah scalc, Old High German for keeper of
the horses).

To the extent that these people, these non-free men, these do-
mestics, are completely under his control, does theseigneur partially
delegate his powers to them.

This example leads us to the following conclusion-which is the
very foundation of the Marxist theory of the State:

The State is a special organ that appears at a certain moment
. iñ the historical evolution of mankind and that is condemned to
disappear in the course of this same evolution. It is born from the
division of society into classes and will disappear at the same time
that this division disappears. It is born as an instrument in the
hands of the possessing class for the purpose of maintaining the
domination of this class over society, and it will disappear along
with this class domination.

Coming back to feudal societ¡2, it should be noted that State func-
tions exercised by the ruling class do not only concern the most

- immediate areas of power, such as the army, justice, finances.
Also under the seigneuf s thumb are ideology, law, philosophy,
science, arl Those who exercise thesefi¡nctionsarepoor people who,
in order to live, have to sell their talents to a feudal lord who can
take care of their needs. (Heads of the Church have to be included
in the class of feudal lords, inasmuch as the Church was the pro-
prietor of vast landed estates. ) Under such conditions, at least as
long as dependence is total, the development of ideology is con-
trolled entirely by the ruling class: it a-lone orders "ideological
production3'; it alone is capable of subsidizing the "ideologues."

These are the basic relationships that we have to keep constantly
in mind, if we don't want to get lost in a tangle of complications
and fi.ne distinctions. Needless to say, in the course of the evolution
of societ¡2, the function of the State becomes much more complex,
with many more nuances, than it is in a feudal regime such as
we have just very schematically described.

Nevertheless, we must start from this transparently clear and
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obvious situation in order to understand the logic of the evolution,
the origin of this social division of labor that is brought about,
and the process through which these different functions become
more and more autonomous and begin to seem more and more
independent of the n-rling class.

B. THE MODERN BOURGEOIS STATE

Bourgeois origin of the modern Slole

Here, too, the situation is fairly clear. Modern parliamentarism
fìnds its origin in the battle cry that the English bourgeoisie hurled
at the king, "No taxation without representation!,' Inplain words
this means: " Not a cent will you get from us as long as we have
no say in how you spend iL"

We can immediately see that this is not much more subtle than
the relationship between the feudal tord and the serf assigned to
the stables. And a Stuart king, Charles I, died on the scaffold for
not having respected this principle, which became the golden rule
all representatives, direct or indirect, of the State apparatus have
had to obey since the appearance of modern bourgeois societ¡2.

The bourgeois Slole, o closs Slote

This new society is no longer dominated by feudal lords but
by capitalism, by modern capitalists. As we know, the monetary
needs of the modern State-the new central power, more or less
absolute monarchy-become greater and greater, from the fifteenth
to sixteenth century onward. It is the money of the capitatists, of
the merchant and commercial bankers, that in large part fiIIs the
coffers of the state. Ever since that time, to the extent that the
capitalists pay for the upkeep of the State, they will demand that
the latter place itself completely at their service. They will make
this quite clearly felt and r¡nderstood by the very nature of the
laws they enact and by the institutions they create.

Several institutions which today appear democratic in nature,
for example the parliamentary institution, clearly reveal the class
nature of the bourgeois State. Thus, in most of the countries in
which parliamentarism was instituted, only the bourgeoisie had
the right to vote. This state of affairs lasted in most Western coun-
tries until the end of the last century or even the beginning of the
twentieth cenfury. Universal suffrage is, as we can see, of relatively
recent invention in the history of capitalism. How is this explained?

Easily enough. In the seventeenth century, when the English

ii
il

I
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capitalists proclaimed " No taxation without representation," it was
only representation for the bourgeoisie that they had in mind; for
the idea that people who owned nothing and paid no taxes could
vote, seemed absurd and ridiculous to them. Isn'tparliament created
for the very purpose of controlling expenditures made with the
tax¡rayers' money?

This argumen! extremely valid from the point of view of the
bourgeoisie, was taken up and developed by our Doctrinaire2 bour-
geoisie at the time of the demand for universaì suffrage. For this
bourgeoisie, the role of parliament consisted in controlling budgets
and expenditures. And only those who pay taxes may vaiidly
exercise this control; because those who do not pay taxes would
constantly have the tendency to increase expenditures, since they
are not footing the bill.

Later on, the bourgeoisie regarded this problem in another way.
Along with universal suffrage was born universal taxation, which
weighs more and more heavily on the workers. In this way the
bourgeoisie reestablished the inherent "justice" of the system.

The parliamentary institution is a typical example of the very
direct, very mechanical bond that exists-even in the bourgeois
State-between the domination of the ruling class and the exercise
of State power.

There are otlter examples. Let us look at the jury, in the judicial
system. The jury appears to be an institution eminently democratic
in character, especially when compared to the administration of
justice by irremovable judges, all members of the ru-Iing class over
whom the people have no control.

But from what social layer were- and still in very large measure
today, are-the members of a jury chosen? From the bourgeoisie.
There were even special qualifications, comparable to property-
holding requirements for voting, for being able to sit on a jury-
a juror had to be a homeowner, pay a certain amount of taxes,
etc. To illustrate this very direct link between the machinery of tlie
State and the ruling class in the bourgeois eta, we can also cite the
famous Le Chapelier law, passed during the French Revolution,
which, under pretext of establishing equality among all citizen's,
forbids both employers' organizations and workers' organizations.
Thus, under pretext of banning employers' corporations-when
industrial society has gone beyond the corporation stage - trade
unions are outlawed. In this way the workers are rendered power-
less against the bosses, since only working-class organization can,
to a certain extent (a much too limited extent), serve as a counter-
weight to the wealth of the employers.
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THE BOURGEOIS STATE:
THE FACE OF EVERYDAY REATITY

Through the struggle waged by the labor movemen! certain
institutions of the bourgeois state become both more subtle and
more complex. universal suffrage was substituted for suffrage for
propert¡r-owners only; military service has become compulsory;
everybody pays taxes. The class character of the state then tecomes
a little less transparenl The nature of the state as an instrument
of class domination is less evident than at the time of the reign of
the classical bourgeoisie, when the relationships between the different
groups exercising state functions were just as transparent as in the
feudal era. The analysis of the mod.ern state, theiefore, will also
have to be a little more complex.

First, let us establish a hierarchy among the different functions
of the State.

In this day and age, nobody but the most naTve believes that
parliament really does the governing, that parliament is master
of the State based on universal suffrage. (That illusion is, how-
ever' more widespread in those countries in which parliament is
a fairly recent institution. )

The power of the State is a permanent power. Ttris power is
exercised by a certain number of institutions that are isolated from
and independent of so changeable and unstable an infLuence as
universal suffrage. These are the institutions that must be analvzed
if we are to learn where the real power lies: ,,Governments ctme
and governments go, but the police and the administrators remain."

The State is, above all, these permanent institutions: the army
(the permanent part of the army- the general staff, special troopsj,
the police, special police, secret police, the top administrators of
government departments (" key" civil servants), the national securif¡z
bodies, the judges, etc. -ever¡rthing that is ,,free"of the influence of
universal suffrage,

This executive power is constanfly being reinforced. To the exrent
that universal suffrage appears and a certain democratization, al-
beit completely formal, of certain representative institutions deverops,
it can be shown that real power slips from those institutions towards
others that are more and more removed from the influence of par-
liamenl

15

If the king and his functionaries lose a series of rights to parlia-
ment during the ascending phase of parliamentarism, on the con-

trary, with the decline of parliamentarism (which begins with the

winning of universal suffrage), a continuous series of rights are

Iost by parliament and revert to the permanent and irremovable
administrations of the State. This phenomenon is a general one

throughout Western Europe. The present Fifth Republic in France
is presently the most striking and most complete example of this
phenomenon,I Should this turnabout, this reversal, be seen as a diabolical plot
against universal suffrage by the wicked capitalists? A much deeper

objective reality is involved: the real powel"s are transferred from
the legislative to the executive; the power of the executive is re
inforced in a permanent and continuous fashion as a result of
changes that are also taking place within the capitalist class itself.

This process began at the time of World War I in most of the

belligerent countries and has since continued without interruption.
"But the phenomenon often existed much earlier than that' Thus,

in the German Empire this priority of the executive over the legis-

lative appeared concomitantly with universal suffrage. Bismarck
and the .trrnkers granted universal suffrage in order to use the

working class to a certain extent as a lever against the liberaÌ
bourgeoisie, thus assuring (in that already essentiaìIy capitalist
society¡ the relative independence of the executive power exercised

by the Prussian nobilitY.
This process shows full well that political equality is more ap-

parent than real and that the right of the citizen-voter is nothing
but the right to put a little piece of paper in a ballot box every

four years. The right goes no farther, nor, above all, does it reach

the real centers of decision-making and power'

The monopolies toke over from porliomenl

The classical era of parliamentarism was the era of free compe
tition. At that time the individual bourgeois, the industrialist, the

banker, was very strong as an individuaÌ. He was very indepen-

dent, very free within the limits of bourgeois freedom, and could
risk his capital on the market in any way'he wished' In that
atomized bourgeois socie$r, parliament played a very useful, and

even indispensable, objective role in the smooth functioning of
everyday affairs.

Actually, it was only in parliament that the common denominator
of the inlerests of the bourgeoisie could be determined. Dozens of
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separate capitalist groups could be listed, groups opposed to one
another by a multitude of sectional, regional, and corporative inter-
ests. These groups could get together in an orderly fashion only
in parliament. (It's true that they did meet on the market too, but
there it was with knives, not words!) It was only in parliament that
a middle line could be hammered out, a line that would express
the interests of the capitalist class as a whole.

Because that was then the function of parliament: to serve as a
common meeting place where the collective interests of the bour_
geoisie could be formulated. Let us recall that in the heroic era
of parliamentarism it was not only with words and votes that
this collective interest was hammered out; fists and pistols were
used, too. Didn't the Convention, that classical bourgeois parlia-
ment during the French Revolution, send. people to the guillotine
by the slimmest of majorities?

But capitalist societ¡r is not going to remain atomized. Little by
little, it can be seen organizing itself and structuring itself in a more
and more concentrated, more and more centralized way. Free com_
petition fades away; it is replaced by monopolies, trusts, and other
capitalist groupings.

Copitolist power is cenlrqlized outside porliomenl

Now a real centralization of finance capital, big banks and
fÌnancial groups, takes place. If the Analytiques of parliament
expressed the will of the Belgian bourgeoisie a century ago, today
it is above all the annual report of the Société Généralea or of
Brufina, s prepared for their stockholders' meetings, that must be
studied to know the real opinions of the capitalists. These reports
contain the opinions of the capitalists who really coun! the big
fìnancial groups who dominate the life of the country.

Thus, capitalist power is concentrated outside parliament and
outside the institutions born of universal suffrage. In the face of
so high-powered a concentration (we need only remember that in
Belgium a dozen financial groups control the economic life of the
nation), the relationships between parliament and government of-
ficials, police commissioners and those multimillionaires is a re.
lationship burdened very little by theory. It is a very immediate
and practical relationship; and the connecting link is the pay-off.

The bourgeoisie's visible golden choins-the notionot debt
Parliament and, even more, the government of a capitalist state,no matter how democratic it may appear to be, aie tied to the

t7

bourgeoisie by golden chains' These golden chains have a name-
the public debt

. No government could last more than a month without having
to knock on the door of the banks in order to pay its current

... e)q)enses. If the banks were to refuse, the government would go

bankrupL The origins of this phenomenon are twofold. Taxes

don't eãter the coffers every day; receipts are concentrated in one

". period of the year while e>q)enses are continuous. That is how the

*hort-t"t* public d.ebt arises. This problem could be solved by
some technical gimmick. But there is another problem-a much

more important one. AII modern capitalist states spend more than
they recèive. That is the long-term public debt for which banks
and other financial establishments can most easiþ advance money,

at heavy interesl Ttrerein lies a direct and immediate connection,
a daity link, between the State and Big Business.

The hierorchy in the Stote opporolus. . .

- 
Other golden chains, invisible chains, make the state apparatus

a tool in the hands of the bourgeoisie.
If we examine the method of recruiting civil service people, for

example, we see that to become a junior clerk in a ministr¡z' it is
necessary to pass an examination. The rule seems very demo'
cratic indeed. On the other hand, not just anyone can take any
examination at all for any level whatsoever. T'he examination is
not the same for the position of secretary general of a ministry
or chief of the army general staff as it is for junior clerk in a small

- government bureau. At frrst glance, this too would seem normal.
But-a big but-there's a progression in these examinations

that gives them a selective character. You have to have certain
degrees, you have to have taken certain courses, to apply for
certain positions, especially important positions. Such a system
excludes a huge number of people who were not able to get a
universit¡z education or its equivalent because equality of edu-
catiirnal opportunity doesn't really exisl Even rf the civil service
examination system is democratic on the surface, it is also a se
lective instrument

. . . m¡rror of the hierorchy in copitolisl society
These invisible golden chains are also found in the remuneration

received by members of the State apparatus.
All government agencies, the army included, develop this pyra-

midal aspect this hierarchical structure, that characterizes bour-
geois society. We are so influenced by and so imbued with the
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ideolog¡r of the ruling class that we tend to see nothing abnormal
in the fact that a secretary general of a ministr¡r receives a salary
ten times higher than that of a junior clerk in the same ministry
or that of the woman who cleans its offices. The physical effort
of this charwoman is certainly greater; but the secretary general
of the ministry, he thinks! -which, as everyone knows, is much
more tiring. In the same way, the pay of the chief of the general
staff (again, someone who thinks!) is much greater by far than
that accorded to a second-class private.

This hiera¡chical structure of the state apparatus leads us to
emphasize: In this apparatus there are secretaries general, generals
of the army, bishops, etc., who have the same salary level, and
therefore have the same standard of living, as the big bourgeoisie,
so that they are part of the same social and ideological climate.
Then come the middle functionaries, the middle officials, who-are
on the same social level and have the same income as the petty
and middle bourgeoisie. And finally, the mass of employees with-
out titles, charwomen, communit¡r workers, who very often earn
less than factory workers. Their standard of living clearly cor-
responds to that of the proletariat.

The state apparatus is not a homogeneous instrument It in-
volves a shucture that rather closely corresponds to the structure
of bourgeois societ¡r, with a hierarchy of classes and identical
differences between them.

This pyramidal structure corresponds to a real need of the bour-
geoisie. TÌrey wish to have at their disposal an instrument they
can manipulate at will. It is quite obvious why the bourgeoisie
has been trying for a long time, and trying very hard, to deny
public service workers the right tô strike.

ls the Stole simply on orbiler?
This point is importanl In the very concept of the bourgeois

state-regardless of whether it may be more or less "democratic"
in form-there is a fundamental premise, linked, moreover, to the
very origin of the State: Byitsnature the State remains antagonistic,
or rather nonadaptive, to the needs of the collectivity. The State is,
by defi.nition, a group of men who exercise the functions that in
the beginning were exercised by all members of the collectivity.
Tïrese men contribute no productive labor but are supported by
the other members of societ¡2.

In norrnal times, there is not much need for watchdogs. Even
in Moscow, for example, there is no one in charge of collecting
fares on buses: passengers deposit their kopeck on boarding,
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whether or not anyone is watching them. In societies where the
level of development of the productive forces is low, where everyone
is in a constant struggle with everyone else to get enough to live
on for himself out of a national income too small to go around,
a large supervisory apparatus becomes necessary.

Thus, during the German occupation [of Belgium], a number of
specialized supervisory services proliferated (special police in the

railway stations, supervision of printshops, of rationing, etc. ). In
times like that, the area of conflict is such that an imposing super-
visory apparatus proves indispensable.

If we think about the problem a bit we can see that all who
exercise State functions, who are part of the State apparatus' are-
in one way or another-watchdogs. Special police and regular
police are watchdogs, but so are tax collectors, judges, paper-
pushers in government offices, fare-collectors on buses, etc' In sum,

all functions of the State apparatus are reduced to this: surveillance
and control of the }ife of the societ¡r in the interests of the ruling
class.

It is often, said that the contemporary State plays the role of
arbiter. This ,statement is quite close to what we have just said:
"surveillance" and "arbitrating"-aren't they basically the same
thing?

T\vo comments are called for. First, the arbiter is not neutral'
As we explained above, the top men in the State apparatus are
part and parcel of the big bourgeoisie' Arbitration thus does not
take place in a vacuum; it takes place in tfie frarnework of main-
taining existing class society. Of course, concessions to the ex-

ploited can be made by arbitrators; that depends essentially on
the relationship of forces. But the basic aim of arbitration is to
maintain capitalist exploitation as such' if necessary by compromis-
ing a bit on secondary questions.

The wotchdog-Slole, teslimony to the poverly of sociely

Second, the State is an entity created by society for the surveil-
Iance of the everyday functioning of social life; it is at the service
of the ruling class for the purpose of maintaining the domination
of that class. There is an objective necessit¡z for this watchdog
organ2ation, a necessity very closely linked to the degree of pov-
ert¡r, to the amount of social conflict that exists in the societ¡r'

In a more general, historical way, the exercise of State functions
is intimately connected with the existence of social confLicts. In turn,
these social confLicts are intimately connected with the existence of
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a certain scarcity of material goods, of wealth, of resources. of the
necessary means for satisfaction of human needs. This fact should
be emphasized: As long as the State exists, it wilt be proof of the
fact that social conflicts (therefore the relative scarciÇ of goods
and services as well) remain with the disappearance of iociat
conflicts, the watchdogs, rendered useless and parasitical, will dis-
appear-but not before! Societ¡r, in effect, pays these men to exer_
cise the functions of surveillance, as long as that is in the interests
of part of society. But it is quite evident that from the moment no
group in societ¡r has a stake in the watchdog function being exer_
cised, the function will disappear along with its usefurness. et trr"
same time, the State will disappear.

The very fact that the state survives proves that social conflicts
remain, that the condition of relative scarcit¡z of goods remains-
the hallmark of that vast period. in human history between- ab_ -
solute povert¡r (the condition during primitive communism) and
plenty (the condition of the future socialist society). As loig as
we are in this transitional period that covers ten thousand yeari of
human history, a period that also includes the transition between
capitalism and socialism, the state will survive, social conflictswill remain, and there will have to be people to arbitrate these
conflicts in the interest of the ruling class.

If the bourgeois state remains fundamentally an instrument in
the service of the ruling classes, does that mean that the workers
should be indifferent to the particular form that this state takes-parliamentary democracy, military dictatorship, fascist dictator-
ship? Not at all! The more freedom the workeri have to organ2e
themselves and defend their ideas, the more will the seeds ãf the
future socialist democracy grow within capitalist societ¡r, and the
more will the advent of socialism be historically faci[täted. Thatis why the workers must defend their democratic rights against
any and every attempt to curtail them (antistrike lawl instiîution
of a "strong State") or to crush them (fascism).

Ttre foregoing serves to answer some questions that arise about

the State and about socialism.

Does the working closs need o Stote?

When we say that the State remains in existence up to and in-
cluding the transitional societ¡l between capitalism and socialism,
the question arises whether the working class still needs a State

when it takes power.
Could not the working class, as soon as it takes power' abolish

the State overnight? History has already answered this question'

Certainly, on paper, the working class could do away with the

State. However; this would be only a formal, juridical act to the

extent that the workers had not seized power in a societ¡r already
so rich and with such an abundance of material goods and ser-

vices that social conflicts as such, that is, centering on the distri-
bution of these products, could disappear; and that the necessi$z

for arbiters, watchdogs, police, to control all that chaos disappeared
at the same time as did the relative scarcity of goods. This has
never happened in the past and it is hardly likely that it ever will.

To the extent that the working class takes power in a country
in which there is still a partial scarcitSr of goods, or in which a
certain amount of povert5r exists, it takes powel at a time when
the society cannot as yet function without a State. A mass of social
conflicts remain.

One can always resort to a hypocritical attitude, as do certain
anarchists: Lef s abolish the State and call the people who exercise
State fr¡nctions by another name. Butthat's apurely verbal opera-
tion, a paper "abolition" of the State. As long as social conflicts
remain, there is a real need for people to regulate these conflicts.
Now, people who regulate conflicts-thafs what the State is. It is
impossible for humanity, collectively, to regrrlate conflicts in a
situation of real inequalþ and of real incapacity to satisfy the
needs of everyone.

THE PR,OLETARIAT IN POWER,

Port lll

2t
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Equolity in poverty
'There is an objection that can be raised to this, arthough it is

a little absurd and not many people raise it anymore.
A society can be imagined in which the âbolition of the state

wourd be linked to the reduction of human needs; in such a societ¡l
perfect equality could be established, which, of course, would be
nothing but equality in povert¡2. Thus, if the working class wereto take power in Belgium tomorrow, everyone courd. have bread
and butter- and even a litfle more than thal
_ But it is impossible artificially to deny human need.s created by
the development of the productive foices-needs that have ap-
peared as a result of the fact that societ¡r has reached a certain
stage of development. When production of a whole range of good.s
and services is not sufficient to cover everyone's neeãs, uarning
those goods and services will always be ineffective. such a uai
would only create ideal conditions for a black market and for the
illegal production of those goods.

Thus all the communist sects which, during the Middte Ages and
modern times, sought to organize the perfect communist societ5r
immediately, based on perfect equality of its members, forbade
prgduction of luxury items, of items of ordinary comfort- including
printing! All these experiments failed, because human nature is
such that from the moment a man becomes aware of certain needs,
these ca¡rnot be artificially repressed.. savonarola,6 preaching re-
pentance and abstinence, inveighed against luxuries and demanded
that all paintings be burned; he would not have been able to pre.
vent some incorrigible or other, a lover of beauty, from painting
in secrel

The problem of distribution of such .,illegal,' prod.ucts, which
would then become even scarcer than formerly, would still arise
again-inevitably.

The proletoriol's gomble
Another reason, although less important, should be addedto what

was said at the beginning of this chapter.
When the proletariat comes to power, it does so under very

special conditions, -different from the seizure of power by any other
previous social class. In the course of history, when ail other
social classes seized power, they already held the actual power
of society in their hands-economic, intellectuaì, and moral.-Th"r"
is not a single example, before that of the proletariat, of a social
class coming to power while it was still oppressed from the econom-
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ic, intellectual, and moral standpoint. In other words, postulating
that the proletariat can seize power is almost a gamble, because

collectiveþ, as a class in the capitalist system, this proletariat is

downtrodden and prevented from fully developing its creative po-

tential. For we cannot fully develop our intellectual and moral
capacities when we work eight, nine, or ten hours a day in a work-
shop, a factory, an office. And that is still the proletarian condition
today.

As a result, the power of the working class, when it comes to

power, is very vulnerable. In many areas, thepower of the working
õlass must be defended against a minority that will continue, for
the duration of an entire historical period of transition, to enjoy
enormous advantages in the intellectual area and in their material
possessions-at least in their stock of consumer goods-in relation

to the working class.
A normal socialist revolution expropriates the big bourgeoisie

as holders of the means of production; but it does not strip the

bburgeois holders of their accumulated possessions or diplomas.

still less can it expropriate their brains and knowledge: during
the entire period preceding the taking of power by the working
class, it was the bourgeoisie who had an almost exclusive monop-

oly in education.-T'hus, in a societ¡z where the proletariat has held power for only
a little white (potitical power' power of armed men), many levers

of real power are and remain in the hands of the bourgeoisie-
more exactly, in the hands of a part of the bourgeoisie, which

- might be calied the intelligentsia or the inteìlectuai and technological

bourgeoisie.

Workers' power ond bourgeois lechnicions

Lenin had some bitte¡ experiences on this score. Actually, it can

be proved that no matter how you look at the problem, no matter

whãt laws, decrees, institutions are promulgated, if there is a need

for professors, high-level functionaries, engineers, highly trained

technical people at all levels of the social machinery, it is very

difficult tó piace proletarians in these positions overnight-and
even hve or six years after the conquest of power'

During the eârly years of Soviet power' Lenin, armed with a
theoretically correct although slightly incomplete formula' said:

Today engineers work for the bourgeoisie; tomorrow they will
work for the proletariat; for that they will be paid and, if neces-

sary,theywitt¡eforcedtowork.Theimportantthingisthat
uae!' ue ðontrolled by the workers. But a few years later, shortly
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before his death, Lenin, drawing a balance sheet of that experience,
asked himself the question: Who controls whom? Are thô experts
controlled by the communists, or is the reverse happening?

When we grapple with this question day after day ãnd in con_
crete terms in the underdeveloped countries, when we see what it
means in practice in a country like Algeria, we realize full well
that this is a problem that can be solved easily enough on paper
with a few magical formulas, but that it is a completely different
matter when the problem has to be solved in a real countrv, in
real life. In a country like Algeria, for example, it means utter"con-
trol; the privilege of universigz education (or any kind of edu_
cation) is possessed by an infinitesimal minority of societ¡r, while
the great mass of people, whofoughtheroicallyto win indepðndence,
find themselves, when the time comes to exercise power, cõnfronted
with their lack of knowledge, knowledge they must now only begin
to acquire. And they find that, in the interim, they must completely
surrender to the educated few the power they so heroically lorrght
for and won.

The most heroic experiment in this area, the most radicar and
the most revolutionary in all human history, is the one undertaken
by the cuban revolution. Drawing lessons from all the varied ex-
periences of the past, the cuban revolution undertook to resolve
this problem on a broad scale and in a minimum of time by
conducting an extraordinary educational campaign* to transform
tens of thousands of illiterate workers and peasants into that many
teachers, professors and universit¡r stud.ents-and in a minimum
of time. At the end of five or six years work, the results obtained
are considerable.

Nevertheless, a single engineer or a single agronomist in a district
containing tens of thousands of workers can in practice become,
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despite the admirable revolutionary spirit of the Cuban people,
master of the district, if he has a monopoly on the technical knowl-
edge vital to the district. Here again, the false solution would be
to revert to so simple a level that technicians would not be needed.

That is a reactionary utopia.

The Slole, guordion of workers' power
All these difficulties indicate the necessit¡r for the proletariat, the

new ruling class, to exercise State power against all those who
might wrest power from it, whether bit by bit or all at once. The
proletariat must exercise State power in this new and transitional
society in which it possesses political power and the principal levers
of economic power, but in which it is held in check by a whole
constellation of weaknesses and newly made enemies. This is the
situation that makes it necessary for the working class to maintain
a State after its conquest of power and that makes it impossible
to abolish the State overnight. But this working-class State must be
of a very special kind.

Nolure ond chorocteristics of the proletorion SloÌe
The working class, by its special position in societSr (which has

just been described), is obliged to maintain a State. But in order
to preserve the power of that State, the latter has to be radically
different from the State which in the past upheld the power of the
bourgeoisie, or the feudal or slaveholding class. The proletarian
State is, at one and the same time, a State and not a State. It

_ becomes ìess and less a State. It is a State that begins to wither
away at the very moment it is born, as Marx and Lenin correctly
said. Marx, developing the theory of the proletarian State, of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, as he called it, the State that withers
away, gave it several characteristics, examples of which were found
in the Paris Commune of 1871. There are three essential character-
istics:

*The cubon delegotion ot the conference on Educotion ond Economic
Development, held in Sontiogo, Chile, in Morch l9ó2, declored: ,,To com-
pore the effectiveness on cubon methods ond those odopted by the con-
ference, it will suffice to nore thot the outhors of the so-colled Allionce
for Progress offer to lend $150 million per yeor to n¡neteen countries
with o populotion of 200 million, while o single country_Cubo, with 7
million inhobitonts- hos increqsed its educotionol ond culturol budget
to $200 million per yeor, without hoving to poy interest to onyone whot_
soev e r,"

During fhe single yeor l9ól ,lo7,oo0 odults reorned to reod ond write
in cubo, .which brought illiterocy do.wn to 3.9 percent. cubo hos set the

$ Uniri. I
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following educotionol gools for the period l96l-19642
(o) to roise those who recently leorned to reod ond wrile to the middle

level of primory educotion;
(b) to complete the primory educotion of o holf -million workers with

only three yeors of elementory schooling;
(c) to ossure o bosic secondory educotion to 40,000 workers who hove

completed their primory educqlion.
This hos been occomplished despite the blockode ond defense needs,

ond in spite of ottocks by the United Stotes.
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1) No distinct separation between the executive and legislative
powers. Bodies are needed which enact laws and at the same time
enforce them. In short, it is necessary to revert to the State that
was born of the primitive communism of the clan and the tribe
and that can still be found in the ancient Athenian popular assem-
blv.

This is important. It is the best way of reducing as much as
possible the cleavage between real power, more and more con-
centrated in the hands of permanent bodies, and the increasingly
fictitious power that is left to deliberative assemblies. This cleavage
is the characteristic of bourgeois parliamentarism. It is not enough
to replace one deliberative assembly with another, if nothing is
essentially changed regarding this cleavage. The deliberative as-
semblies must have real executive power at their disposal.

2) Public offices to be elective, to the greatest extent. It is_not
only members of the deliberative assemblies who should be elected.
Judges, high-level functionaries, officers of the militia, supervisors
of education, managers of public works, should also be elected.
This may be a bit of a shock to countries with an ultrareactionary
Napoleonic tradition. But certain specifically bourgeois democracies,
the United States, Switzerland, Canada, or Australia for example,
have conserved the elective character of a certain number of public
functions. Thus, in the United States the sheriff is elected by his
fellow citizens.

In the proletarian state, this electing of public offìcials must be
accompanied in all cases by the right of recall, i.e., voting un-
satisfactory offi.cials out of office at any time.

Thus, permanent and extensive control by the people over those
exercising State functions must be made possible, andthe separation
between those who exercise State power and those in whose name
it is exercised must be as small as possible. That is why it is nec-
essary to assure a constant changing of elected officials, to prevent
people from remaining in office permanently. The functions of the
State must, on an ever wider scale, be exercised in turn by the
masses as a whole.

3) No excessive salaries. No official, no member of representative
and legislative bodies, no individual exercising a State power,
should receive a salary higher than that of a skilled worker. That
is the only valid method of preventing people from seeking public
office as a way of feathering their nests and sponging on societ¡r,
the only valid way to get rid of the career-hunters and parasites
known to all previous societies.

Together these three rules well express the thinking of Marx and
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Lenin concerning the proletarian State. This State no longer re
sembles any of its predecessors, because it is the first State that
begins to wither away at the very moment of its appearance; be
cause it is a State whose apparatus is composed of people no
longer privileged in relation to the mass of societ¡z; because it is
a State wlose functions are more and more exercised by members
of the society as a whole who keep taking each other's place;

- because it is a State that is no longer identical with a group of
people who are detached from the masses and exercise functions
separate and apart from the masses, but which, on the contrary,
is indistinguishable from the people, from the laboring masses;

because it is a State that withers away with the withering away
of social classes, social conflicts, money economy, market pro-
duction, commodities, money, etc. This withering away of the State

,should be conceived of as self-management and self-government
of producers and citizens which expands more and more until,
under conditions of material abundance and a high cultural level
oÎ the entire societ¡r, the latter becomes structured into self-governing
p roducer-consumer communities.

Whot oboul the Soviet Union?

When we look at the history of the USSR in the past thirty years,
the conclusion to be drawn concerning the State is simple: a State

with a permanent army; a State in which can be found marshals,
managers of trusts, and even playwrights and ballerinas who earn

,fift5z times as much as a manual laborer or a domestic worker;
where tremendous selectivity for certain public functions has been

established, making access to these functions practically impossible
for the vast majority of the population; where real power is exer-

cised by small committees of people .whose tenure is renewed in
mysterious ways and whose power remains fixed and permanent
for long historical periods-such a State, obviously, is not in the
process of withering away.

whv?
The explanation for this is simple. In the Soviet Union the State

has not withered away because social conflicts have not withered
away. Social conflicts have not withered away because the degree
of development of the productive forces has not permitted this
withering away-because the situation of semiscarcity that charac-
ter2es even the most advanced capitalist countries continues to
characterize the situation in the Soviet State. And as long as these
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conditions of semiscarcit¡z exist, controllers, watchdogs, special
police are necessary. Of course, in a proletarian State, these people
would be serving a better cause, at least to the extent to which
they defend the socialist economy. But it must also be reCognized
that they are detached from the body of society, that they are in
large measure parasites. Their disappearance is directly tinked to
the level of development of the productive forces, which alone can
permit the withering away of social conflicts and the abolition of
functions linked to these conflicts.

And to the extent that these watchdogs, these controllers, more
and more monopolize the exercise of politicalpower, to that extent
obviously can they be assured of incieasing material privileges,
the choice morsels in the relative scarcit¡z that dominates distri-
bution. They thus constitute a privileged bureaucracy, beyond the
reach of control by the workers and prone to defend first _and
foremost their own privileges.

The orgument of the "cordon sqn¡lo¡re" 7

The dangers resulting from being surrounded by capitalism are
always cited by those who object to the above criticisms. TÌre
argument goes: As long as an external danger exists, a State will
be necessary, as Stalin said, if only to defend the country against
the hostility that surrounds it.

This argument is based on a misunderstanding. The onty thing
that the existence of a threatening capitalist encirclement can prove
is the necessit¡z for armament and for a military institution, but
that does not justi$r the existence of military institutions separate
and apart from the body of society. The existence of such mìtitary
institutions, separate from societ¡z as a whole, indicates that within
this society there remains a substantial amount of the social tension
which prevents governments from permitting themselves the luxury
of arming the people, which makes the leaders afraid to trust the
people to solve the military problems of self-defense in their own
way. This the people would be able to do if the collectivity reaily
had that degree of extraordinary superiority that a truly socialiit
societ¡z would have in relation to capitalist socie$2.

In realit¡r, the problem of external environment is only a sec_
ondary aspect of a much more general phenomenon: Tfre level of
development of the productive forces, the economic maturitv of
the country, is far from the level that would have to exist fär a
society to be a socialist societ¡r. The soviet union has remained
a transitional societ¡r whose level of development of productive
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forces is comparable to that of an advanced capitalist society.

It must, therefore, fÌght with comparable weapons. Not having
eliminated social conflicts, the ussR must maintain all organs
of control and surveillance of the population and, because of this,
must maintain and even reinforce the state instead of allowing it
to wither away. For numerous specific reasons, this has fostered

bureaucratic deformations and degenerations in this transitional
. society, which have done the cause of socialism grave injury, es-

pecially to the extent thatthelabel"socialisf'has been attached to

Soviet society for fear of telling the truth: We are still too poor
and too backward to be able to create a true socialist society. And
to the extent that they wanted to use the label "socia-lisf' at all
costs for propaganda reasons, they now have to explain the exis-

tence of such things as "socialisf ' purges, "socialisf ' concentration
. camps, ,,socia-lisf' unemploymenl "socialisf ' violations oftherights

of national minorities, etc., etc.

Guqrontees ogo¡nsl bureoucrocY

What guarantees can be introduced in the future to avoid the

abnormal growth of the bureaucracy that appeared in the USSR?

1) Scrupulously respect the three rules enumerated above con-

cerning the beginning of the withering away of the workers' state
(and especially the rule limiting salaries of all administrators-
economic and political).

2) Scrupulously respect the democratic character of management
- of the economy: workers' self-management committees elected in

the enterprises; a congress of producers ("Economic Senate") elec-

ted by these committees, etc. In the last analysis those who control
the surplus social product control the entire societ¡r.

3) Scrupulously respect the principle that if the workers' State

must of necessit¡z restrict the political liberties of all class enemies

who are opposed to the advent of socialism (a restriction that
should be in proportion to the violence of their resistance), it should
at the same time extend these same liberties for all workers: freedom
for all parties that respect socialist legatity; freedom of the press'for
all newspapers that do the same; freedom of assembly, association,
demonstration for the workers-without any restrictions; real in-
dependence of the trade unions from the State, with recognized right
to strike.

4) Respect the democratic and public character of all deliberative
assemblies and their fuII freedom of debate.

5) Respect the principle of a written law.
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Theory ond proclice

Ma¡xist theory concerning the withering away of the state has
now been fully developed for more than a half-century. In Bergium
there is only one little detail missing, one little thing we stil "have

to do-put this theory into practice.

NOTES

l. Anecdole of the soissons vose. Legendory occounÌ of on incidenr
during the reign of King Clovis of the Fronks, in the fifth century, A.D.
(clovis wos the first Fronkish king to embroce christionity, oni it *o,
during his reign thot most of whot is now Belgium ond Fronce wos unired
inlo o kingdom.) After o victorious bottle orsoissons (496 A.D.), when the
booly wos tq be divided equolly omong oll the soldiers, Clovis wonted
to keep o certoin vose for himself. A soldier rhereupon strode out of rhe
ronks ond smoshed the vose with his sword, to indicqte thot no fignter
hod the right to ony speciol privilege in shoring the booty.

2. Doclrinoire. Members of the conservotive wing of the liberol porty
in nineteenth century Belgium were colled Docrrinoires. They were vio-
lently opposed to universol suffroge, whereos the so-colred progressives
in the Liberol Porty were reody to occepl it.

3. Anolylique. The equivolent in Belgium of the U.S. Congressionol
Record.

4. soc¡élé Gónérole. Belgium's most importont copitolist grouping since
its independence in 1830. originolly orgonized in the form on o meìchon¡
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bonk, the société Générole wos o forerunner of "finonce copitol," which

become generol in other copitolist countries only in the lost quorter of

the nineteenth century. This resuhed from the Société's eorly possession

of controlling interests in mony ioint slock componies, especiolly in cool

ond steel. Loter il conlrolled the fomous Union Minière du Houl Kotongo,

os well os mony other componies- in the Congo.
Todoy it hos reorgonized in the form of q centrol holding compony thot

controls slock in mony opporently independent componies, omong them

Belgium's moin sovings bonk.

5. Brufino. Belgium,s second lorgest copitolist grouping, Brufino grew

out of the Bonque de Bruxelles, second lorgest Belgion bonk'

ó. Sovonorolo (1452-1498). ltolion religious reformer ond moss leoder

who ottocked corruption ond vice in fiery orotory. lncurred lhe enmity of

Pope Alexonder Vl os o resull of scondols he uncovered, ond publicized,

in the pope's court. Accused of heresy, he wos burned to deoth ot the

stoke in Florence.

7. "cordon soniloire." Literolly, the "sonitory cordon" or quoronline

ploced oround the young soviet Republic by lhe united Stotes ond ¡ts

World Wor I olli'es. The Soviet Union wos isoloted or cordoned off from

diplomotic, commerciol ond ideologicol intercourse with the rest of the

wårld by the belt of countries encircling it ond ollied novies potrolling

the seo-lLnes. This policy, wh¡ch coused lremendoushordshipsin the Soviet

Union bul which ult¡motely foiled, wos on eorlier version of Woshington's

current ottempt to deslroy the Cubon revolution by economic blockode

ond to quorontine the revolutionory "infection" by forbidding trovel there'




